Better Together
Participant Handbook
Facilitating shared living for women over 55,
helping create a safe and affordable
lifestyle for the future

WELCOME
Welcome to the Better Together Housing program. This booklet has been
developed to support the members of our unique shared housing community
that has been formed through the website so women over the age of 55 can
find likeminded women to share a home with. There are two primary reasons
why women would benefit from sharing a home:
•
•

Affordability
Companionship.

Academics have been warning of the growing problem of older single women
becoming at risk of homelessness since 2010. They have pointed out that social
norms in recent history have led to interrupted careers for most women during
child raising years, and working in feminised industries with lower rates of pay
have led to smaller superannuation pools to prop up the Aged Pension.
Each woman will have her own story. They are not homeless, but many women
are living in a situation where their housing is unaffordable and they have a
growing fear of what will happen in the future now they have a fixed income.
We tend to call this feeling “housing insecurity” and it can have the following
traits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insecure tenure
Lack of physical comfort
Unsuitable design
Lack of privacy
Growing isolation from friends and services
Feeling unsafe.

In addition to the affordability factors there are more single women living
alone in their senior years and this can be very isolating. This loneliness has a
significant impact on a person’s psychological and physical health.

“A small group of thoughtful and committed people can
change the world. It is the only thing that ever has.”
MARGARET MEAD
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GETTING STARTED
BACKGROUND
Better Together Housing (BTH) is an initiative of two charities on the Sunshine
Coast (Sundale and Coast 2 Bay Housing Group) and has been established to
address this growing concern by developing a web based platform so like minded
women can find each other with an intention of sharing a home.
This could be:

You can connect with other members directly through your member profile and
the message function, so there is no need to share personal details until you want
to. Better Together Housing also hosts informal gatherings on a regular basis
called "Get it Togethers". These are an opportunity for registered members to
come together and meet other women in person at local cafes and venues.

•
•

The following pages offer some suggestions about how to progress a shared
housing relationship.

Sharing their home (whether rented or own) with another, or
Pairing up with another renter and pool their resources to find a better, more
appropriate, affordable private rental.

The project was supported through a grant from the State Government but also
by two local women Tricia and Maggie who were in their 70’s and 80’s and had
experienced housing insecurity. Without these two women this project would
not be so successful. With their guidance BTH worked on the principle that our
participants are quite capable of making decisions and controlling their own
destiny (and housing), we are just offering the platform for them to meet. We
have added a number of safeguards in the process so you have some peace of
mind that the person you are meeting is genuine, but it is your choice – we do not
take control and match you.
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The website is a place where participants can market themselves and the home
they have, or the home they would like. Once registered, participants create an
online profile (a bit like Facebook), telling a little bit about themselves, what they
like doing, and what they are looking for in a home.
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Two key points to keep in mind are:
1. This is not a quick process – you should not rush into a shared housing
relationship.
2. The person you share with does not have to be your friend, so your interests
and activities may be different, but you should take the time to ensure that
the values and attributes that are important to you match those of the
sharer. We also encourage you to stay connected with your family and friends
rather than put all your social connection into this one relationship.
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DEVELOPING HEALTHY
RELATIONSHIPS
Meeting someone for the first time can be a little daunting so the following
pages are designed to help understand and develop communication techniques
to give you that extra bit of confidence.
UNDERSTANDING THE HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS

When we meet someone new it is their behaviour, words and presentation that
influence our feelings or thoughts about them – whether we can talk easily to
them and establish a connection or whether we are finding it difficult to strike a
rapport and establish a bond.
What we see of the person can be influenced by what we don’t see – the
person’s deeper character, including values, beliefs, habits and thoughts. These
hidden characteristics are mainly shaped by our family and lived experiences
and influence the way in which we view the world around us and interact with
others. Think about some of the relationships you currently have with friends
and others in your life. What binds these relationships? Is it a matching of
deeper characteristic?
This understanding of human behaviour and personality is often described as
being like an iceberg. When we look at an iceberg we see only it’s tip. What we
don’t see, but know is there, is the 90% of the iceberg that sits under the water.
Given our relationships are more likely to be built on deeper elements we
suggest that all participants need time to ensure they know the deeper
characteristics of the participants rather than jumping to conclusions on initial
conversations. This can lend itself to exploratory conversations with the person
around their world views.

EXAMPLE CONVERSATION
STARTERS
Which quality do your friends most value in you?
Is one’s personality born or made?
What are your parent/s greatest strengths?
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VALUES
IN A RELATIONSHIP
Taking time to understand the
deeper parts of your potential sharer
is important. As we have noted
values tend to be deeper and are not
always apparent. For that reason,
relationships need to be a little more
established before you know or fully
understand each other. Before we
discuss values any further let’s have a
look at what they are.
Values are what you believe to be
important to you in your life. When
the activities and relationships in
your life align with your values it helps
you to feel good about yourself and
life. Every relationship we have is
underpinned by our values. At times
we need to negotiate these as part
of our relationships with another
person. There may be values that
you hold close and they may
be non-negotiable. However, other
values may mean less to you than
the relationship with the person or
situation. What is important is to
know your values and which are
negotiable or not.

BUILDING A RAPPORT
Rapport is a state of harmonious
understanding with another individual
or group that enables greater and
easier communication. In other
words rapport is getting on well with
another person, or group of people,
by having things in common, this
makes the communication process
easier and usually more effective.
Rapport is present where there
exists a willingness to co-operate
to achieve shared goals. You can
practice ‘rapport spotting’ anywhere
where there are people. Watch for
people smiling and nodding in a
relaxed way, whose body postures
often demonstrate a degree of
connection, or matching, during the
course of a conversation. If you seem
to be missing the mark in trying to
establish rapport with somebody –
don’t despair. The fall back position
is to maintain a polite and friendly
manner. Be patient, and you may
eventually achieve rapport anyway.
Trust is harder to earn with some
than others.
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ACTIVE LISTENING
Active listening is about giving our full
attention to the speaker. It is about not
only listening to what the speaker is
saying, how they are saying it and their
body language.
It is a process that respects
the speaker and supports full
engagement in the communication
process. There is a difference
between hearing what someone says
and actually listening to them.
When we actively listen to someone we
mirror their body language, use minimal
interrupters such as “mmm-hmm”

or “aha” and are able to repeat the
person’s message back to them in our
own words.
Active listening does not come naturally
to all people and is a skill that requires
practice. Next time you are speaking
with someone try to be aware of
the number of times that you might
interrupt them for instance, or look at
or do something else at the same time.
This sends a message to the speaker
that you are not really interested in
the conversation or them. Read on for
some tips for improving your listening
skills.

HOW TO IMPROVE
YOUR LISTENING SKILLS
•

Talk Less

•

Paraphrase/reflect

•

Don’t judge

•

Summarise

•

Get rid of distractions

•

Don’t interrupt

•

Ask questions

BODY LANGUAGE
Body language is a large part of
the communication process. We
continually read each other’s body
language and non-verbal signals as
well as listening to verbal messages.
It is important to remember to be
conscious of your body language.
Body language can be easily
misinterpreted. Some areas that may
require interpretation are: posture,
facial expressions, movement, tone of
voice and use of voice. Consider some
of the body language that you would
expect to see from someone who was
feeling angry; frightened; confused;
happy and relaxed. What messages
do you think may be being sent when
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someone is avoiding eye-contact,
steps away from you when you
approach or when someone walks up
close to you with their hands on their
hips with a strong, intense stare? How
do people behave when they are lying
or trying to hide the truth? Having
said all this we need to be mindful that
different cultures may have different
“norms” in communication styles and
body language.
When you are meeting a potential
sharer being aware of body language
(both yours and theirs) could help to
influence the meeting outcomes.
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CO-TENANTS
AGREEMENT
In order to support the shared relationship Better
Together Housing has drafted a co-tenants agreement
we encourage participants to work through this together
to help clarify how your home will work. It includes:
•
•
•
•

Statement of commitment to the tenancy agreement
A sketch of the common and private areas of the home
A table that outlines the household costs, chores and
procedures
Grievance Process

We would encourage all participants to familiarise yourself
with this document as once again it will help guide the
conversations you will have with potential sharers.
LEGAL AND FINANCIAL ADVICE
Better Together Housing recognise that every person’s situation
is different and as a result the information we provide is generic.
We encourage each participant to be talking to their family and
friends about the choices you are making. Sometimes they know
you better than you know yourself.
Everyone in receipt of a Centrelink payment should check what
impact sharing may have on your Rent Assistance payments as
the rate may change.
If you own the home you are going to share we recommend
that you get some good advice prior to entering into a shared
relationship as receiving rent may impact on your Centrelink
entitlements, or other financial and legal matters. Our cotenants agreement states:
“Each Party acknowledges and agrees that they have obtained
appropriate legal and financial advice before entering into this
agreement. In particular they have sought advice regarding any
impact this arrangement may have on:
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(a)

Any Centrelink benefits they receive;

(b)

Their taxation position; and

(c)

Any insurance they have (or should have) over
themselves or their property.”
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CREATING YOUR OWN RULES
AND EXPECTATIONS THROUGH
NEGOTIATION
“The question isn’t who’s going to let me,
it’s who’s going to stop me.”
ANAIS NIN

It will be important when you start sharing with another person that you both
take time to communicate with each other to negotiate common ground rules.
To successfully do this you can refer to the information on communication
presented and the principles of negotiation that are included below.
Let’s start off with understanding the basic principles of negotiation.

THE 5 BASIC PRINCIPLES
OF NEGOTIATION
1. Focus on the problem not the person
2. Focus on what you need, not a principle
3. Emphasise common ground
4. Be inventive about options

5. Make clear agreements

You need to consider what is important to you in terms of how you live and your
lifestyle. For example, you may be an outdoors type of person and like to have
all the windows and curtains open in the morning and may not like to have them
closed all day.
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BENEFITS
OF SHARED
HOUSING

BEING AN
ACTIVE
PARTICIPANT

Better Together Housing is facilitating
shared living to create a safe and
affordable lifestyle for women over 55.
We do not provide housing, but do
provide a platform for women to meet.

In order to get the most benefit from
the Shared Housing Community it is
important to stay active and participate
as much as you can. We would
encourage you to use the following as
starting points for active engagement.

The benefits of sharing are multiple, but
each individual will see different
benefits.
The most obvious ones include:
•
•

•
•

Affordability – Sharing a living space
reduces the cost of living so you can
afford to enjoy more things.
The feeling of security and the
confidence attained by negotiating
tenancy matters as a team rather
than an individual.
Having company and avoiding the
the social isolation and lonliness that
comes with living alone.
Peace of mind – Having someone
else to share your residence means
another person to look out for you
and your property.

Having said that we tend to expect that
living in your own home is what happens
once you retire. However, living alone,
whether you can afford it or not, is not
always the best option. But changing the
mindset of people is not always easy.
BTH aims to present shared housing as
a choice that women can make, rather
than it being perceived as a consolation
prize.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create your online profile with a photo and
a little bit about yourself and what you are
looking for
Message other members via your member
profile
Attend the hosted Get it Togethers near
you
Swap phone numbers with members you
have a connection with
Meet for coffee
Visit homes
Meet family
Have a dinner
Starting conversation

“The secret to
getting ahead is to
get started.”
SALLY BERGER

CONVERSATION
STARTERS
What was your favourite childhood meal?
At which time of the day do you feel your best?
In which room of the house do you enjoy spending time?
The feature you would most like to have in your ideal home?
Something you ought to do but keep putting off?
What do you think is the best work you have ever done?

“A big problem for
humans is not to learn
but to unlearn.”
GLORIA STEIMAN

Do you tend to fight or flight in the face of conflict?
How do you mend a broken heart?
What is your most eccentric habit?
Which phobia or hang up would you like to be rid of?
Is your glass half full or half empty?
Which house rules do you have for yourself, and do you impose
them on to others?
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www.bettertogetherhousing.com.au
info@bettertogetherhousing.com.au
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